Camp Western Town Reminders
2120 Trout Gulch Road Aptos, Ca. 95003
(831) 688-1753
Bus (831) 274-4444 Cisco
cisco.jimenez@magicappleschool.net
minh.jimenez@magicappleschool.net
magicappleschool@yahoo.com
www.magicappleparents.net
CAMP HOURS are 8:00-5:30 daily; if arriving
before 8 please note gates will be closed.
Please bring a favorite book to read until
Western Town opens at 9:00.
ABSENCES must always be reported; please
call or email ASAP
CAMP TUITION is due on the first day of
attendance; email or contact Minh (see
above) if you need to make different
arrangements BEFORE payment is due.

FIELD TRIPS
ü Send fees in labeled ziplock bag
ü Cash preferred, if you use a check
make it to Minh Jimenez NOT
Magic Apple (proceeds directly
given to hosting facility)
ü Do NOT arrive later than the time
on activity schedule; if you do get
down to see if we’ve left
DAILY LUNCH/SNACKS should be sent as
well as extra water and snacks.

DROPPING OFF STUDENTS
ü Enter through stone gates
ü Pause in driveway only long enough
for drop off; Never park in driveway
ü Park in lot next to driveway
ü Exit slowly through white gates
watching for oncoming traffic

STUDENT STORE opens during lunch and
in the afternoon for snacks and water;
there aren’t provisions for lunch

END OF DAY PROCEDURES
If picking up at Magic Apple arrive NO
LATER than 4:40
If picking up at DEER PARK (we meet
near the vineyard behind B of America)
ü PARK in a parking space and escort
your student from the bus
ü Say goodbye to insure we’ve seen
you leave (and be polite J)
ü Students must be with you at all
times; they may not run around if
you are visiting with others.
ü If you arrive after 5:30 students will
be returned to Magic to wait for you
and a late fee will be incurred.

READ THE ACTIVITY SCHEDULE and
assist your student with the writing
activities—they will earn gold J

HELP YOUR STUDENT DRESS WESTERN
Besides being more historically correct
and fun, they can even earn gold J

LABELED SWIMSUIT and TOWEL should
be sent at the beginning of each week to
be kept until Friday (sent home for
laundering).
ü Apply sunscreen each morning;
this should be a lifelong habit
(extra ok for after swimming)
ü Labeled Goggles recommended
ü Label EVERYTHING that you
would like to be returned to you

